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Structural information of gas phase complexes of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) cationized by
one or two different alkali metal ions is inferred from MS and MS/MS experiments performed
with an electrospray quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer. The rationale for selecting PEG
was that its sites for cation binding are non-selective with respect to the repeating monomeric
unit of the polymer, but there is selectivity with respect to the formation of an inner
coordination sphere specific to each metal ion. The dissociation of [M1

� M2
� (EO23)], where

EO23 � linear polymer of ethylene oxide, 23 units in length, resulted in loss of one of the alkali
metal ions, with preference for loss of the larger cation, with no fragmentation of the PEG
backbone for Na, K, Rb, and Cs. Li was not examined in this portion of the study. The
selectivity for loss of the larger alkali metal ion was [Na� K� (EO23)] to [Na� (EO23)] � K�

at 100%; [K� Rb� (EO23)] to [K� (EO23)] � Rb� at 93%; and [Rb� Cs� (EO23)] to [Rb� (EO23)]
� Cs� at 99%. The resolution of [M� (EOx)] for x � 20–30 was dependent on the alkali metal
ion, with the highest resolution observed for Cs� and the lowest for Na�. These results are
discussed with respect to the packing of the oxygen atoms on PEG (M.W.avg � 1000) around
an alkali metal ion of different radius, and how this packing leads to an ensemble of unique
structures, and therefore mobilities for [M� (EOx)]. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2002, 13,
177–186) © 2002 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Extensive solution and gas phase investigations of
alkali metal ion cationization of small podands,
which are linear or ring structures with repeating

(–Carbon–Carbon–Heteroatom–) units, have lead to im-
proved understandings of host–guest complexation
[1–20]. Factors involved in the solution phase molecular
recognition are solvation enthalpy and entropy for both
species and the number of atoms from the ligand that
are involved with the binding of the metal ion, plus any
conformational change of the ligand between its un-
bound and bound forms [21]. The intrinsic properties of
the ion–dipole bonds in these non-covalent complexes
are being deduced using a variety of gas phase tech-
niques, including the equilibrium method [22], thresh-
old CID [23–26], and ion chromatography [27, 28].

The long chain podands have received compara-
tively less attention by mass spectrometry [29, 30], yet
their industrial usage is immense, ranging from the
fabrication of materials with varied properties to their

use as phase transfer catalysts in industrial processes
[31]. Long chain podands are also used as agents for
improving bio-compatibility in immunological applica-
tions [32–34] and as ion channel models [35]. Improved
knowledge of the structures formed when long chain
podands coordinate with alkali metal ions, and partic-
ularly with the ubiquitous Na� and K�, can be of use in
improving the applications of these materials.

Here we report the uni-molecular dissociation of
modest length podands (PEG, M.W.avg � 1000) that
were doubly cationized by different alkali metal ions.
These complexes are abbreviated as [M1

� M2
� (EOx)],

where M1
� and M2

� are different alkali metal ions, EO �
ethylene oxide unit, and x � degree of polymerization.
This study of the doubly cationized PEG has permitted
an in situ measure of the relative binding strength of the
cumulative ion–dipole bonds when a single PEG mol-
ecule coordinates to the s-orbital of two different alkali
metal ions.

The dissociation of these complexes inside a quad-
rupole ion trap is a form of the kinetic method [36, 37].
In this variation, rather than sandwiching a single
cation between two ligands, a single ligand that was
large enough to bind two different metal ions was
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used. In an electrospray (ES) quadrupole ion trap
mass spectrometry experiment, energy deposition
into an ion to cause collision activated dissociation
(CAD) can be brought about by adjusting the DC
potential on the nozzle-skimmer electrodes of a dif-
ferentially pumped interface [38, 39], or within the
trap, collisional quenching of kinetic energy [40],
resonance excitation [41, 42], heated bath gas [43],
boundary excitation [44], surface collision [45], and
photo-dissociation [46] can be employed. In this
work, resonance excitation was used to excite a
precursor ion, either during a CAD scan function or
an ion acquisition scan function (forward scan [47]).
The difficulty encountered in this work was that a
product ion ([M1

� (EO23)]) was generated by CAD
during the ion acquisition scan that had a higher m/z
than its precursor ion ([M1

� M2
� (EO23)]), meaning

that these product ions had stable trajectories when
the precursor ion did not.

Experimental

A quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (model
3DQ, Teledyne) was fitted with an in-house con-
structed Electrospray (ES) ion source and a two stage
atmospheric pressure gas sampling interface. The
emitter for the ES ion source was a stainless steel
capillary of dimensions 0.1 mm i.d. and 0.2 mm o.d.
This capillary was biased to 2800 V (model PS350,
Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
The current passing through this power supply was
monitored to ensure the absence of a discharge while
data was being collected. The tip of this capillary was
positioned �10 mm from the counter electrode,
which was biased to 300 V. The sample solution was
delivered to the ES ion source at 5 �l/min. (syringe
pump, model 22, Harvard Apparatus, Saint Laurent,
Quebec, Canada). Tubing connections between the
syringe and the ES capillary were made with stan-
dard liquid chromatography fittings. The base pres-
sure of the mass spectrometer with no He added was
5 
 10�5 torr measured with an ion gauge calibrated
for N2 (model 342, Granville Phillips, Boulder, CO,
USA). The operating pressure for the ion trap was set
to a corrected pressure of 2 
 10�3 torr, by adding He
through a leak valve.

Ions at atmospheric pressure were sampled first
through a 75 �m diameter orifice into a �1 torr zone
that was 10 mm long, and then through a second orifice
that was 300 �m in diameter. Ions passing through the
second orifice were gated into the ion trap by the split
middle electrode of an Einzel lens. Ion integration
periods of up to 1 s were used with a constant RF
amplitude corresponding to a m/z cutoff value ranging
from 30–55 Da depending on the experiment and
sample solutions [40, 48, 49]. The amplitude of the RF
was subsequently raised to bring the q-parameter for
the ion of interest to a value in the range 0.3–0.4.

The MS/MS software and electronics package bun-

dled with this ion trap was used to isolate an ion
population [50, 51] and to extend the m/z range [52, 53]
of the instrument. Access to the MS/MS functionality of
the instrument was through a graphical interface that
allowed the user to program any combination of sine
waves in the range 10–500 kHz at 1 kHz intervals, with
the amplitude of each sine wave selectable in the range
0–10 Vp-p. When more than one sine wave was selected
in an ion isolation waveform, the actual amplitude of
each sine wave was equal to the user selectable ampli-
tude divided by the number of sine waves selected. This
limitation of the electronics restricted the range of m/z
that could be isolated using a single waveform.

The extension of the m/z range of the instrument for
this work was achieved using a dipolar AC signal at
120.7 kHz and 3 Vp-p on the endcaps during ion acqui-
sition. Used in this way, the mass range of the ion trap
was extended to 1500 Da, and the RF scan rate for ion
acquisition was 2400 Da s�1. Calibration of the m/z axis
for the extended m/z range was performed initially by
verifying the isolation of an ion whose m/z was less than
650 Da using the normal scan function for the ion trap
(mass range 0–650 Da, scan rate � 12,000 Da s�1). This
facilitated the placement of that ion on the extended
mass range. Rhodamine 6G was first used for this, and
then a PEG molecule doubly cationized by Na� was
isolated. Following this, the distribution of polymer
molecular weights present in a commercial sample of
PEG, M.W.avg. � 1000 enabled calibration of the m/z axis
for the entire spectrum, using both the doubly and
singly cationized PEG ions. The mass spectra shown are
the average of 10 replicates. All values reported for
mass resolution were calculated from M/�m where �m
was measured at full width half maximum (FWHM).

Sample solutions consisted of one or more alkali
metal ions plus one of the average molecular weight
fractions of PEG, either 400, 600, 1000, or 1450 g mol�1.
Ammonium ion, present as an impurity in reagent
grade methanol [54] competed with the uptake of Li,
and for this reason, the hydroxide salts of Li, Na, and K
were used for several of the metal ion uptake experi-
ments, otherwise, the reagent grade chloride salts of Na,
K, Rb, and Cs were used. A minimum mole ratio of total
metal ion to PEG was set at 10:1 to ensure the starting
solution was under thermodynamic conditions [13] to
minimize kinetic [55] and/or solute clustering [56, 57]
contributions to the sampled ion population. The sam-
ple preparation procedure was simply to dissolve the
salts with a minimum of distilled deionized water, and
then diluting with reagent grade methanol. The sample
solutions used in this work thus contained 1–3% water.
Our in-house constructed atmospheric pressure ion
sampling interface has a low ion transmission effi-
ciency, and this necessitated the use of starting solu-
tions containing high (mM) concentrations of metal ion.
The PEG samples were purchased from Sigma, and the
Rhodamine 6G sample from Exciton.
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Results

Preparation and Isolation of [M1
� M2

� (EO23)]

The ES-MS spectrum of a solution consisting of equimo-
lar (1 mM) Na� and K� plus 0.1 mM PEG (M.W.avg. �
1000) is shown in Figure 1a. The ions of the 23 monomer
long PEG molecule (EO23) cationized by two Na�, one
Na� and one K�, and two K� are indicated. The singly
cationized distributions of PEG are readily distin-
guished from the doubly cationized PEG.

The ion of interest, [Na� K� (EO23)], was isolated
using two resonance ejection waveforms applied se-
quentially. The first waveform contained sine waves
whose frequencies corresponded to the secular frequen-
cies of the doubly cationized PEG, with a 1–3 kHz-wide
notch for the ion of interest. The second waveform
contained sine waves whose frequencies corresponded

to the secular frequencies of the singly cationized PEG.
Applying these two waveforms in reverse resulted in
spectra that exhibited poor isolation for the singly
cationized PEG. This suggested that dissociation of [M1

�

M2
� (EOx)] was facile, and it will be shown in the next

section that the fragmentation products were [M1
�

(EOx)] � M2
�.

The facile fragmentation for the doubly cationized
PEG (M.W.avg. � 1000) during ion acquisition pre-
cluded quantitative measurement of the solution phase
abundance of the PEG under the instrumental condi-
tions used. For this reason, a quantitative measure of
the alkali metal ion uptake efficiency was made using
PEG M.W.avg � 400 and 600, because Wong and Fenn
had suggested in a early ES-MS publication that EOx
with x � 5–19 would not coordinate two alkali metal
ions [30]. Two sets of uptake competition experiments
were performed, one involving K� plus one other alkali
metal ion in the sample solution, and the second set of
experiments were conducted with each of the alkali
metal ions added to the sample solution. In all cases, the
concentration of each alkali metal ion was 1 mM and the
uptake efficiency relative to K� has been reported in
Table 1. Due to spectral overlaps in the latter experi-
ment, the overall abundance of each complex ([M�

(EOx)]) was calculated using the intensity of the most
abundant isotope of M� and then correcting for its
stable isotope distribution. No ion peaks corresponding
to a solvated cluster were observed.

It was noted early in our work that the trapping
potential well depth for the injection of ions [40] into the
trap from our API interface did influence the relative
uptake efficiency for any given value of x in [M� (EOx)].
On our instrument, the trapping potential well depth
could only be set to a fixed value during integration of
the ion beam, or ion accumulation in the trap. The
variation in measured ion abundance as a function of
the trapping potential well depth is a mass bias. The
well depths used were set using the software as RF

Figure 1. ES mass spectra of PEG M.W. 1000 doubly and singly
cationized by Na� and K�. The doubly cationized EO23 are
indicated as [1,1], [1,2], and [2,2], and the singly cationized peaks
are indicated as [1'] and [2'] with Na� and K� defined respectively
as 1 and 2. (a) Na� and K� were equimolar at 1 mM, and (b) the
[Na�] was 1 mM and [K�] was 0.25 mM.

Table 1. Solution phase uptake efficiencies, relative to K� (�1) for the indicated degree of polymerization of PEG in solutions
consisting of equimolar bi - or penta-alkali metal ion combinations plus PEG or M.W. � 400 or 600

Li Na Rb Cs

EO5
Binary 3.5 (1.6)a 0.9 (0.3) 1.3 (0.5) 0.7 (0.2)
Multi 0.2 (0.2) 0.9 (0.3) 0.9 (0.2) 0.3 (0.05)

EO6
Binary 0.95 (0.05) 0.7 (0.2) 1.8 (0.6) 0.5 (0.1)
Multi 0.03 (0.03) 0.5 (0.14) 1.2 (0.3) 0.4 (0.2)

EO7-EO12
Binary 0.2 (0.03) 0.3 (0.06) 0.8 (0.1) 0.3 (0.04)
Multi * 0.2 (0.05) 0.8 (0.14) 0.2 (0.04)

EO13-EO19
Binary * 0.23 (0.06) 1.0 (0.2) 0.5 (0.1)
Multi - - - -

aThe value in parentheses is the standard deviation for the relative uptake efficiency, determined from the ion peak height from five replicate mass
spectra at each of four different RF cutoffs.
*The peak height for the lithiated complex was not discernable from the baseline noise. The resolution of our instrument for the extended m/z range
was insufficient to resolve the peak heights of [M1

� EOx], x � 13–19 for the multi-alkali metal ion sample, and these results are not reported as a result.
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cutoffs, where an RF cutoff of 30 corresponds to an ion
of m/z � 30 having a qvalue of 0.908. The RF cutoffs
used during ion integration were 30, 35, 40, and 55, and
the average uptake ratio from these four different RF
cutoffs has been reported in Table 1.

Examination of the relative uptake efficiency for Na�

versus K�, for EO13–EO19, indicates that in order to
maximize the abundance of [Na� K� (EOx)] with x �
20–30, the mole ratio of Na to K in the sample solution
should be �4:1. A sample solution was then prepared
with Na� at 1 mM, K� at 0.25 mM and PEG (M.W.avg �
1000) at 0.1 mM, and this sample yielded the spectrum
displayed in Figure 1b. The abundance of [Na� K�

(EOx)] clearly exceeded the abundance of either [Na�

Na� (EOx)] or [K� K� (EOx)]. This procedure was used
to prepare a maximized abundance of doubly cation-
ized PEG (M.W. � 1000) for each combination of alkali
metal ions, and the success of this approach suggests
that multiple alkali metal ion uptake by long chain
podands can be estimated from the uptake efficiency for
single metal ions by EOx with x � 13–19.

Gas Phase Dissociation of [M1
�M2

� (EO23)]

The spectra shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the
isolated and dissociated doubly cationized PEG mole-
cule for the respective cases of a relatively large and
small size difference between the two alkali metal ions.
It will be shown that the fragmentation of doubly
cationized PEG involving simple loss of one metal ion
correlates well with their ionic radii, where the smaller
cation has the higher relative affinity (stronger Lewis
acid) for the PEG backbone. The crystal radius of the
alkali metal ions are Na� � 102, K� �138, Rb� � 149,
and Cs� � 170 pm.

Figure 2a shows the isolation spectrum for EO23
doubly cationized by Na� and K�. The isolation of this
ion, [Na� K� (EO23)], was greatly facilitated by the fact
that the homo ([Na� Na� (EOx)], [K� K� (EOx)]), and
hetero cationized PEG ([Na� K� (EOx)]) were baseline
resolved. The one fragment ion observed in the isola-
tion spectrum, [Na� (EO23)], was not a function of
inefficient isolation of the precursor ion. This was
verified by isolating [Na� K� (EO23)] and then setting

Figure 2. Isolation and fragmentation spectra of EO23 doubly cationized by Na� and K� in (a) and
(b), Na� and Rb� in (c) and (d), K� and Cs� in (e) and (f), respectively.
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the ion acquisition scan to read out only ions whose m/z
were in the range 700–1500 Da. For such scans, there
were no ions detected. This led us to conclude that for
acquisition scans where the precursor ion was reso-
nantly excited by the external AC field during ejection
from the trap [58], a measurable fraction of that popu-
lation fragmented while it was still inside the trap. The
extent to which this precursor ion fragments because of
resonance excitation during ion acquisition was found
to be dependent on the relative cation affinity of the
cation whose affinity to EO23 was weaker, as discussed
below.

For example, in Figure 2a, although there was no
CAD scan function used, the intensity of the precursor
ion was inflated. Following isolation, [Na� K� (EO23)]
was resonantly excited to high amplitudes of motion by
the external AC field during the ion acquisition scan. At
this instant of time in the ion acquisition scan, the
amplitude of the RF applied to the ring electrodes was
1670 Vo-p and the q-value of [Na� K� (EO23)] was 0.366.
A fraction of the [Na� K� (EO23)] population under-
went CAD while still inside the ion trap, producing
[Na� (EO23)] and [K�] at equal abundance. The q-
values of these product ions at this instant of the ion
acquisition scan were 0.190 and 5.12 respectively. K�

had an unstable q-value and it was ejected simulta-
neously with intact precursor ions. However, [Na�

(EO23)] was stable inside the trap and it was not
resonantly ejected until later in the ion acquisition scan,
when the RF amplitude had increased such that this
ion’s secular frequency came into resonance with the
external AC field. Therefore, the intensity of the signal
corresponding to the precursor ion in Figure 2a is the
summation of two ions, the precursor ion itself ([Na�

K� (EO23)]) and one of its fragments, K�. The intensity
of the K� should be equal to the intensity of the other
fragment ion [Na� (EO23)] assuming no difference in
the efficiency of detecting these two ions, and the
remaining signal due to intact precursor ions ejected
from the trap.

When an additional scan function to purposely cause
CAD of the precursor ion [Na� K� (EO23)] by reso-
nance excitation was applied, there was an increased
abundance of the one single fragment ion detected
([Na� (EO23)]) (Figure 2b). This spectrum illustrates the
very high selectivity that EO23 had for Na� relative to
K�.

Figure 2c shows the spectrum obtained when [Na�

Rb� (EO23)] was isolated. Based on relative peak
heights, the precursor ion [Na� K� (EO23)] (Figure 2a)
exhibited a lower degree of fragmentation during an
ion acquisition scan than did [Na� Rb� (EO23)] (Figure
2c). This suggested that the Rb� was bound less tightly
by the ligand, and its loss was more facile relative to K�.
The fragmentation of [Na� Rb� (EO23)] also yielded
accessibility to one dissociation channel, yielding [Na�

(EO23)] and Rb� (Figure 2d). Rb� was not detected
because qRb� �0.908 during the MS/MS events, and no
attempt was made to adjust the condition of this CAD
experiment to allow for storage of this product ion.

The isolation of the precursor ion [K� Cs� (EO23)]
(Figure 2e) was problematic. This precursor ion was
only 3 Da heavier than the homo-alkali metal ion
doubly cationized EO25, [K� K� (EO25)], at m/z � 598.
The resolution for isolation of two ions in the ion trap
was �300 and these two ions were in theory, separable.
However, in practice, it was found that to eject all of
[K� K� (EO25)], the ion of interest ([K� Cs� (EO23)])
fragmented by off-resonance absorption of the external
AC field. This result further exemplifies the fragility of
each of the doubly cationized precursor ions examined
in this work. This practical limitation, plus the low
abundance of the precursor ion population before iso-
lation, meant that the attainable resolution for ion
isolation was only �100. The low solution phase uptake
efficiency of Cs� relative to K� by PEG meant that the
abundance of [Cs� Cs� (EO21)] at m/z � 604 was small,
otherwise this ion would have been an additional
interference on the isolation of [K� Cs� (EO23)].

Fortunately, the possible fragment ions of the two
precursor ions isolated in Figure 2e were resolved by
the ion acquisition scan. The possible fragment ions
were [K� (EO23)], [Cs� (EO23)], and [K� (EO25)]. CAD
of [K� Cs� (EO23)] lead to only one dissociation chan-
nel being accessible in the ion trap MS/MS, producing
[K� (EO23)] and Cs�. The data presented in Figure 2
allowed us to conclude that when the difference in the
crystal radius of the adducted alkali metal ions is �32
pm, [M1

� M2
� (EO23)] fragments through simple loss of

the larger metal ion only in these ion trap CAD exper-
iments.

The fragmentation of [K� Rb� (EO23)] (Figure 3a)
and [Rb� Cs� (EO23)] (Figure 3b) involve cations
whose difference in radii is �32 pm, and for these
precursors, the selectivity for loss of one cation during
CAD was lower because two high mass fragment ions
were observed. Thus there were two accessible frag-
mentation channels that differed only by the ligand
(EO23) retaining one alkali metal ion over the other. The

Figure 3. Isolation spectra of EO23 doubly cationized by (a) K�

and Rb� and (b) Rb� and Cs�.
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ligand itself was not fragmented. Because of the rela-
tively large degree of fragmentation of these precursor
ions during an acquisition scan, there was no need to
include an MS/MS scan. Several precursor ions were
present in each window of m/z following isolation of the
ion of interest. Again, it was fortunate that the product
ions of these interfering ions were resolvable by the ion
acquisition scan. For example, in Figure 3a the ion of
interest ([39K� 85Rb� (EO23)]) at m/z � 577 had two
interfering ions within 1 Da, [39K� 39K� (EO24)] at m/z
� 576 and [85Rb� 85Rb� (EO22)] at m/z � 578. The two
possible high mass fragment ions from the precursor
ion of interest were [39K� (EO23)]� and [85Rb� (EO23)],
and their relative abundance was able to be measured
from Figure 3a as 93:7. This was the measured selectiv-
ity of EO23 for the retention of K�, whose crystal radius
is only 11 pm smaller than Rb�.

The isolation of [85Rb� 133Cs� (EO23)] also suffered
similar interference, and the interfering ions are indi-
cated in Figure 3b. The product ions of interest, [85Rb�

(EO23)] and [133Cs� (EO23)] were again able to be
resolved and these ions had a signal intensity ratio of
99:1. In this case, the selectivity for retention of the

smaller cation Rb� was greater because the difference in
crystal radius between it and Cs� was 21 pm.

Effect of M1
� on the Resolution of [M1

� (EOx)]

A spectrum obtained from a solution that contained
equimolar Na and Cs (1 mM) plus 0.1 mM PEG
(M.W.avg � 1000) is shown in Figure 4.The two insets
each show a small section of the singly cationized
distribution of PEG, and for these ion peaks, the reso-
lution (M/�m) for PEG cationized by Cs� was greater,
by a factor of �4, than those cationized by Na�. The
dependence on the metal ion for the resolution of [M1

�

(EOx)] versus [M2
� (EOx)], where x � 20–30, was

observed in every spectrum recorded in this work, and
because these two metal ion PEG complexes were
present in the ion trap at the same time, differential
instrumental factors between scans that are known to
degrade resolution in a Paul trap, such as space charge,
RF scan rate, and He pressure, were not relevant.

The FWHM and resolution for doubly and singly
cationized PEG for varied degree of polymerization and
alkali metal ion are summarized in Table 2. It is
apparent that the FWHM for each metal ion complex of
EO9 was constant at �m � 0.44. This suggests that for
short polymer chain lengths, there is only a single
conformation of [M1

� EOx)] because the metal ion (Na�,
K�, Rb�, or Cs�) can accommodate all oxygen atoms
from the EO9 backbone in its inner coordination sphere.

This situation changed however when the chain
length of PEG was increased to 20 or more ethylene
oxide units. There exist several observable trends in this
data (Table 2). For all of these ions, the FWHM of the
peaks for each alkali metal ion is �0.5. This suggests
that for all of these ions, the resolution measured for
these ions was not limited by the instrument, but rather
from the nature of the ions themselves. Secondly, the
FWHM decreased as the cation size increased. [Na�

(EO20)] and [K� (EO30)] had FWHM �1.6, whereas
[Rb� (EO20)] and [Cs� (EO20)] had FWHM �0.9.
Thirdly, the FWHM decreased for the Rb and Cs
complexes ([M1

� (EOx)]) as the degree of polymeriza-

Figure 4. Spectra of PEG M.W. � 1000 cationized by Na� and/or
Cs�. The differential resolution for [M1

� (EOx)] is apparent for M1
�

� Na� versus Cs� in the two insets.

Table 2. Resolution (M/�m) for ions formed by the complexation of one or two homo-alkali metal ions with PEG with the indicated
degree of polymerization

[M1
�

(EO9)]a
[M1

� M1
�

(EO20)]
[M1

� M1
�

(EO30)]
[M1

�

(EO20)]
[M1

�

(EO23)]
[M1

�

(EO27)]
[M1

�

(EO30)]

Na (437/0.49)
� 892

(472/1.7)
� 278

(692/2.0)
� 346

(921/2.13)
� 432

(1,053/2.8)
� 376

(1,229/1.8)
� 683

(1,361/1.8)
� 756

39K (453/0.43)
� 1,053

(488/1.8)
� 271

(708/1.4)
� 506

(937/1.7)
� 551

(1,069/2.1)
� 509

(1,245/2.4)
� 519

(1,337/1.6)
� 861

85Rb (499/0.43)
� 1,160

(534/1.7)
� 314

(754/2.1)
� 359

(983/0.9)
� 1,092

(1,115/0.7)
� 1,593

(1,291/0.6)
� 2,152

(1,423/0.6)
� 2,372

Cs (547/0.44)
� 1,243

(582/1.4)
� 416

(802/1.4)
� 573

(1,031/0.7)
� 1,473

(1,163/0.7)
� 1,661

(1,339/0.6)
� 2,232

(1,471/0.5)
� 2,942

aThe resolution was obtained under normal ion trap operation with mass range to 650 Da, all other columns were obtained with the mass range
extended to 1,500 Da.
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tion, x, increased. An explanation for the latter two
observations is now offered.

The trend in any one column in Table 2 (for [M1
�

(EOx)], x �20) showing decreased FWHM as the alkali
metal ion size increased, was likely a function of the
number of distinct conformations of [M1

� (EOx)] for any
given value of x. In the presence of 2 mTorr of He, there
was sufficient difference in the mobilities of the con-
formers for [Na� (EOx)] versus [Cs� (EOx)] for x �
20–30, that a wider peak was consistently measured for
[Na� (EOx)]. These conformers were only barely sepa-
rated because the period during which these conform-
ers could have been separated was only a few �s of
resonance excitation during their ejection from the trap.
This explanation for the differential resolution of [Cs�

(EOx)] versus [Na� (EOx)] suggests that an ion mobility
experiment inside the ion trap [59, 60] may be capable
of deducing the actual number of structural isomers of
[M1

� (EOx)]. This interpretation of the data suggests that
the resolution for [Cs� EOx)] for x �30 would likely
degrade as the number of conformers for any given
value of x was increased.

The explanation for the trend in resolution within
any one column of Table 2 is in contradiction to the
trend of decreased FWHM across any one row in Table
2, because as the degree of polymerization increased, so
should have the number of conformers and hence a
wider FWHM should have been measured. However,
the FWHM of these ion peaks either remained invariant
(Na� and K�), or it decreased (Rb� and Cs�) across any
one row. This contradiction is believed to be the result
of two effects, space charge [61] and the number of
conformers. Because all ion acquisition scans were
made in the forward direction (i.e., low m/z ejected
first), the degree of space charge for the ejection of [M1

�

(EOx)] at low values of x would have been considerably
more severe than for the [M1

� (EOx)] at high values of x
because there would have been fewer ions reside in the
trap. For the ejection of [M1

� (EOx)] where x � 30, the
dominant factor determining the overall FWHM of that
ion cloud was the difference in mobility of the conform-
ers inside the trap. We are presently conducting exper-
iments to test the validity of these explanations.

Discussion

The efficiency for uptake of an alkali metal ion by PEG
is clearly a balance between the solvation of the ion and
the capability of the PEG to displace the solvent and
coordinate with the cation [21]. This has been reinforced
with the determination of the relative intrinsic cation
affinities for Na, K, Rb, and Cs for PEG. Cs� being the
largest cation (weakest Lewis acid), had the lowest
relative affinity, and Na� the smallest cation examined
(strongest Lewis acid), had the highest relative affinity.

The solution phase uptake efficiencies of alkali metal
ions by EOx for x � 13–19 in 97:3 methanol:water
solutions for Na�, K�, Rb�, and Cs� were 0.2, 1.0, 1.0,
and 0.5 respectively. A previous study of these uptake

efficiencies by Chan and Cook, who used electrohydro-
dynamic ionization, reported uptake efficiencies for
Na�, K�, Rb�, and Cs� as 0.46, 1.0, 0.79, and 0.94,
respectively [62]. In Chan and Cook’s work the solvent
was glycerol and the value of x ranged from 16–22.
There are clearly some interesting effects due to the
change in solvent, and possibly the ionization source,
but because of the instrumental factors that were en-
countered in our work (mass bias, fragmentation dur-
ing ion ejection causing distorted ion abundance), and
also in the work from Chan and Cook as documented
elsewhere [63, 64], we believe it prudent to not over-
interpret and compare these uptake results. We believe
that a systematic study of the metal ion uptake efficien-
cies for different solvent compositions using one instru-
ment, whose operating characteristics have been fully
characterized and understood, is necessary before de-
tailed discussion of solution phase molecular recogni-
tion by long chain podands can be made. Experiments
are being designed in our laboratory to collect this
needed data.

Bowers and co-workers measured the collision cross
section of [Na� (EO9)] and subsequently calculated
minimized structures for that ion. These authors re-
ported that the most stable structure calculated for this
ion had eight oxygen atoms positioned as nearest
neighbors to the Na� [65]. In related work, the same
research group calculated that Cs�, with its larger
radius, can coordinate 11 oxygen atoms from a PEG
molecule [27]. The results from our MS/MS experi-
ments to establish a relative cation affinity to EO23
clearly indicate that even though there may be an
increased number of oxygen atoms surrounding Cs�,
the additional ion–dipole bonds do not compensate for
the longer bond lengths. Thus, Cs� has a lower relative
affinity to PEG than Na�.

With respect to the resolution dependence on the
alkali metal ion in resolution for [M1

� (EOx)] with x �
20–30, there are several possible explanations. The
resolution increased from Na� to Cs�, and this trend
correlates negatively with the relative strength with
which the metal ion coordinates to EOx. It was sug-
gested to us by an anonymous reviewer that there may
be internal or kinetic energy differences between these
complexes that lead to the observed trend in resolution.
The quenching of kinetic and internal energy of an ion
in an ion trap is believed to occur on a timescale of less
than 10 ms [66]. However, Liere et al. [67, 68] reported
that the internal energy of a trapped population of ions
can be raised at long times (� �60 ms) following a
resonance excitation event. A difference in energy be-
tween [Na� (EOx)] and [Cs� (EOx)] during the ion
acquisition scan may be responsible for the observed
differential resolution, because such a difference could
influence the structure of an ion or the size of that ion
cloud in the ion trap. In our experiments, the time
between exciting a fragile precursor ion ([M1

� M2
�

(EOx)]) during the ion acquisition scan (at 2400 Da s�1)
and then exciting its heavier fragment, [M1

� (EOx)], was
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�200 ms. Based on this delay period, it is difficult to
rationalize an argument where there would remain a
difference in energy between [Na� (EOx)] and [Cs�

(EOx)] sufficient to cause the observed differences in
resolution because of helium bath gas quenching [66].
However, we cannot rule out this possibility.

An alternative explanation is that the number of
conformers for [M� (EOx)] for any given value of x is
dependent specifically on the size of each alkali metal
ion, and how each metal ion coordinates to the oxygen
atoms in PEG. If eight oxygen atoms encapsulate Na� to
form a complete inner coordination sphere [4], the
binding of these oxygen atoms set the number of
possible conformations for [Na� (EO30)] at 12. This
estimate neglects the involvement of a secondary coor-
dination sphere and any additional conformations that
would result from a loop or bulge in the backbone of
EO30 in its coordination to Na�. In comparison, [Cs�

(EO30)] would have 10 unique conformations based on
the calculations by Wyttenbach who suggested that 11
oxygen atoms from PEG coordinate to Cs� [27]. If
however, the eight oxygen atoms that were calculated
to coordinate with Na� define a packing density around
an alkali metal ion [65], then Cs� could accommodate as
many as �22 oxygen atoms from PEG based on surface
area alone. If this estimate does approximate the real
coordination of Cs� to PEG, then in [Cs� (EO30)] there
could be as few as four conformers. Again, these
estimates neglect loops or bulges in the ligand when it
wraps around the cation. The actual number of confor-
mations for any given ion population [M1

� (EOx)]
remains to be experimentally verified using an ion
mobility spectrometer [69–71], or performing an ion
mobility experiment in an ion trap [60].

Conclusions

The relative cation affinity for the binding of a second
alkali metal ion to PEG, for degree of polymerization
equal to 23 ethylene oxide units, has been established
through CAD of [M1

� M2
� (EOx)] in an ion trap. An

unexpectedly large difference in resolution for [M1
�

(EOx)] with x � 20–30 was observed, where the reso-
lution increased with increased cation size. This obser-
vation is likely related to the number of conformers of
these ions, and ultimately the mobility of these con-
formers in a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer.
We are in the process of delineating the underlying
causes of these observations for these alkali metal
ion–PEG complexes with respect to properties of the ion
(polymer type, length, and cation) and also with respect
to the operating parameters of the ion trap.
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